PROFESSIONAL PROMOTION REQUIREMENTS: CADET STAFF SERGEANT (SSG)

Cadet's Name: ____________________________ Class Period: __________

Area of Professional Qualification

Know the commands Right Shoulder arms, Present arms, port arms, order arms, and left shoulder arms

Be in a Color Guard & be able to explain the actions of each individual when executing "Colors Reverse"

Demonstrate knowledge of the SSHS JROTC Cadet Manual

Participate in at least three Unit events as a SGT

Event: ____________________________ Date: __________
Event: ____________________________ Date: __________
Event: ____________________________ Date: __________

Class Commander Evaluation

No demerits this quarter or previous quarter

Demonstrated proper wearing of the Cadet Uniform*

*(Received an average of 90 or higher on uniform inspections in previous and current quarter)

Was not assigned SRO or detention this quarter or previous quarter

Abides by Cadet Code of Conduct

A SGT for a minimum of one school quarter

Recommendation: ____________________________ Signature/Title: ____________________________ Date: __________

Yes No (First Sergeant)

Yes No (Company Commander)

Approval:

Yes No (SAI) ____________________________________________ this date of __________ 20 __________

Advanced to Cadet ____________________________ this date of __________ 20 __________

Copy forwarded to S-1 to update JUMS Data Base. Original returned to Class Leader to place in cadet portfolio.

Comments: